Camp Chicago Covid Protocol 2023

Each week all individuals must come to camp with a time-stamped photo of a negative covid-19 test within 24-36 hours of the check in time. (Your phone should automatically do this).

Individuals who do not have a time-stamped photo will need to test on site and wait to go through registration until we see a negative covid-19 test.

If individuals are positive, they will not be able to go through registration and must leave camp. If the next session age limit allows, they may try to join the next session or request a refund if they are not able to attend.

In the case that campers or staff begin exhibiting symptoms during the session, they will test again immediately:

- If the test is negative then the individual may return to general camp activities while being monitored by leadership team members.
- If the test is positive then that individual will be isolated until they are able to be sent home and their entire cabin group will be tested, along with anyone else exhibiting symptoms.
- After testing the entire cabin group, the cabin group families will be notified of the event as well as their child’s exposure and test results. Families may then decide whether or not to pick up their child.
- All families will be notified, if multiple campers test positive, as soon as reasonably possible.
- In the event that multiple individuals test positive, cabin and staff groups will be as isolated as safely possible until they can be transported home.

BUS RIDERS:
Before boarding the bus, everyone must show a time-stamped photo of a negative covid test within 24-36 hours of boarding. If you do not arrive with a test, you must test negative before getting on the bus which may delay the group’s arrival to camp. Anyone who tests positive will not be able to ride the bus. Masks are encouraged on the bus but not required.